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Welcome to Your Club

Welcome to the first week of Craft Club: Knitting

• The atmosphere should be fun and friendly. 

• If you can provide refreshments great!

• Lay out all your materials 
 (see Craft Club Knitting Basket) 
 so that they look exciting to work with.

• Make members name badges or get them 
 to make their own badges or stickers.

Finger knitting is really quick and easy to pick 

up. It is probably the easiest type of knitting. You 

can make chains and scarves with it and it is great 

for beginners getting started.

Finger Knitting

There is a lovely film about finger knitting 

on the website. (See www.craftclub.org.uk/video) 

Start them off with chunky yarn and set them 

on a race to knit the longest length of knitting. 

After your make-the-longest-scarf competition, 

there are plenty of fun things to do with the results:

• Use as a super chunky yarn to knit with   
 ‘broomstick’ needles 

• Weave the strands of knitting together 
 to make a rug for the classroom. 

• Make a picture for the school

• Wrap a tree or a lamppost in the playground

However many volunteers you have you will always 

need more for beginners. If there are children who 

are more advanced, they will be good teachers too. 

The experienced knitter should demonstrate casting 

on for instance, then let the beginner have a go. Talk 

them through it. If they find it difficult demonstrate 

again slowly. The person learning should sit next 

to their instructor and watch their hands from the 

same angle that they will be casting on from. If one 

of you is left-handed you can sit opposite each other.

A general recommendation for working with 

all children is to provide lots of opportunities 

to change task. Short goals are a good idea – for 

example to complete 2 knitted rows and then build 

up to more. A change of scene or task can also help, 

so have different projects laid out so they can pick 

and choose. Practice taking breaks and exercising 

wrists and hands and shoulders and finally having 

exciting books and resources on hand. Have fun!

Start by finding out who is experienced and who 

is a beginner. Unless you have a lot of volunteer 

help see if you can partner up experienced

knitters with beginners.

The first week is about beginners getting started 

and the experienced knitters helping them along. 

If everyone is a beginner in the club you will 

be teaching each other, discovering what 

is difficult together and problem solving 

dropped stitches and tight tension.

The aim of the first session is simply to get 

knitting – not to worry too much about what 

you are making, though what you begin might 

become the basis for a scarf or blanket.

Club members should chose yarn and 

needles to work with or they may have 

brought their own. 

Bamford Primary children displaying their finger knitting 

Photo: Claire Hoey
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Making a Slipknot

The slipknot is the first stitch of your knitting. 

Make a loop by passing the right side 

of the yarn over the left.

Pull the tail end to secure the slipknot.

Now put your left needle (or right if you are left 

handed) through the slipknot and pull it tight, 

but not too tight! Now you are ready to cast on.

Week 1: 
Casting On

1. 2.

3.

Take the tail end and make a second loop 

through the centre of the first loop. 
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Casting on With Two Needles

Week 1: 

1. 2.

3. 4.

Put the right needle into the loop so that it passes 

under the left hand needle. You are forming a cross 

with your needles, and the right hand needle 

is at the back.

Wrap the yarn around the back needle coming 

between the needles. Take the yarn through the first 

loop with the back needle. This is your new stitch.

Put this new stitch on the left needle, 

next to the previous stitch. 

Now you have two stitches. Repeat by putting the 

right hand needle into the last stitch on the left 

hand needle, and keep making stitches until you 

have enough.

Knit – in knitting patterns this is abbreviated 

to k (we will use this abbreviation from now on.)
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Knit Stitch 

Cast on the right amount of stitches for your project. 

Tip: With knitting the yarn is always held at the 

back and your right hand needle goes through the 

loop to the back. Have a go at knitting several rows 

of knit.

Week 1: 

Insert the point of the right needle, from front to 

back, through the first loop on the left needle. 

You are forming a cross with your needles. 

Draw the new loop through to the front of the work. 

Do this by pulling the left needle under the right 

one, pulling the new loop with it. 

You have now made a new stitch, which is on the 

right hand needle, and you need to drop the old one 

down to the row below. Keeping the tension with your 

finger, slip the old stitch off the left needle. 

With your new stitch on the right hand needle, repeat 

this whole process again until the end of the row. 

Turn your needles around so all the stitches are held 

in your left hand again. The right needle is empty 

and ready to take on a whole new row. 

1. 2.

3. 4.
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Welcome to Week 2! 

Set up and lay out equipment and materials, name 
badges and any refreshments. Welcome the group.
This week your club members should be thinking 
about their project.

Ask your club members whether they want 

to knit a scarf or blanket. The scarf is recommended 

for the complete beginner and the blanket for 

a knitter with experience. But both projects can 

be made simple or complicated depending on the 

knitter, so if a complete beginner wants to try 

a blanket that is ok!

Garter stitch

This is the easiest, just knit row after row. 

It produces a ridged effect and is really stretchy. 

Stocking stitch 

To achieve stocking stitch knit one row and then 

purl the next row. It produces a flatter effect than

garter stitch (though the edges curl a little bit).

This is what the reverse of stocking stitch looks like. 

You can see that this side is slightly bumpier than the 

smooth front side.

Experienced knitters can continue to support 

beginners and at the same time begin their own 

project. They may also need a refresher in garter and 

stocking stitch and incorporate it into their project!

NOTE: at any point any club members can 

do finger knitting or pompom making or French 

knitting if they are not working on a project!

Week 2:
Knit & Purl 
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Purl stitch 

Purl is done on the wrong side of the work when 

you are doing stocking stitch (it is the right side 
of the work if you are doing reverse stocking 
stitch, of course!)

Bring your yarn to the front of your work. 

Insert the point of the right needle from back 

to front, through the first loop on the left needle. 

Pass the yarn, which is held at the front of your 

work, between the two points of the needles. 

Draw the loop through to the back of the work. Slip the old stitch off the left hand needle and 

repeat to the end of the row. Have a go at knitting 

several rows of purl.

Week 2: 

1. 2.

3. 4.
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Week 3:
Combinations of Knit & Purl

Set up as normal at this stage in the club
– you may find your materials need a bit 
of a tidy up. Re-wind yarn to make it look 
smarter; pair up all your needles and 
organise your scissors.

Get a club member to lend a hand if you 

need it to make all the materials look neat 

and ready to use.

You will be learning ribbing this week.

Some club members may want to have a go at this 

but not immediately onto their project. A good idea

is to have some already cast on pieces of work 

so that members can practice on these.

If you knit all the time you get garter stitch, but if you 

knit and purl alternate rows, you have stockinette 

(stocking) stitch. All the basic patterns and textures 

are based on this principle of mixing knit and purl 

stitches – the rough and the smooth.

Ribbing

Ribbing is the elastic stitch you find on the cuff 

or collar of a sweater. It is made by combining knit 

and purl on the same row to make vertical lines. 

Knit one, purl one, is the most elastic of stitches, 

where as knit four purl one will be flatter and 

not so stretchy. Move your yarn from front to back, 

between the needles when changing stitch. On the 

next row, knit a knit stitch on top of a knit and a purl 

stitch on top of a purl. If you get this the wrong way 

round, you will end up with another lovely stitch 

called Moss stitch!

Simple 2 x 2 rib

(multiples of 2 stitches)

R1: k2, p2

R2: p2 , k2

Bamford Primary Craft Club knitting alfresco 

Photo: Claire Hoey

Tip: Watch out – make sure you always have 

a k on top of a p stitch otherwise you will get 

a moss stitch effect instead of a rib.

Ribbing

Photo: Crafts Council
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Week 3:

Moss, or Seed Stitch

This is knitted like ribbing, but you place a knit stitch 

on top of a purl stitch and vice versa. It is not elastic 

like ribbing, but comes out strong, flat, wider than 

stocking stitch and the same on both sides. 

Simple moss stitch

(multiples of 2 stitches)

R1: k1, p1

R2: k1, p1

Tip: Pompoms can be slow to make. 

If you need to make a lot in a hurry try 

this quick method: turn a chair upside down 

on a table so the legs are in the air. Wrap yarn 

around all four legs to make a square and keep 

wrapping until your core is a few cm thick. Tie

this core firmly at intervals all the way around. 

Now you can snip carefully in between the ties, 

leaving one or two strands to hold your 

garland together. Hey, presto! 

Celia Pym, Crochet Bag 

Photo: Crafts Council

Moss or Seed stitch
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Week 4: 
Increasing & Decreasing 

Set up yarns, needles, scissors, refreshments
– hopefully by now you will also have the 
beginnings of club members’ work and 
projects on display too. Lay out everyone’s 
projects, this will look great and inspiring.

The aim of week 3 is to continue to work 

on individual projects and to learn how to increase 

and decrease knitting so that knitters can shape 

their knitting – making it wider and narrower. 

Having mastered increasing and decreasing 

a knitter can make any shape they want.

Some club members at this stage may have a vision 

for their scarf or blanket and will happily get along 

achieving their goals.

Increasing 

This method creates an extra stitch by knitting the 

same stitch twice. Every time you do this your work 

will be wider by one stitch.

On a knit row, knit the first two stitches.

Then knit the third stitch, but instead of dropping 

this stitch off the left needle, place the point of the 

right needle into the back of the stitch, knit this 

loop too, then drop it off.

Creature by Donna Wilson

Photo: Gareth Hacker

1.

2.
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Week 4: 
 

Decreasing 

Decreasing is easier than increasing. All you need 

to do is have fewer stitches and you can do this 

by knitting two of them together at the same time.

This is sometimes called Knit 2 Together or K2 tog.

Simply knit, or purl 2 stitches together into 1 stitch. 

You can do this anywhere in a row, but if you do it at 

the end of the row it may look a little uneven. This 

may not matter if the edges aren’t going to show 

in your finished piece. 

To make a smooth edge, try decreasing 2 stitches 

away from the edge. If you are on a knit row, knit 

2, then k2 to g. Have a look at any knitted clothes 

that you have, and sometimes you can see the neat 

pattern made where the decreases have been taken. 

A Project bag

Photo: Crafts Council

1.

2.

Tip: Project bags are a great way for clubbers 

to keep their work together. They can make their own 

or you could provide some for them to decorate.
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Week 5:
Crochet

Set up as you would normally – making 
a beautiful display of materials and laying 
on refreshments. By now many members 
of your club should be getting on with their 
personal projects and you will be seeing 
many exciting scarves and blankets emerging.

Let your club members know that you will 

be demonstrating crochet in this week’s club. 

Crochet can be really nice for making whole 

projects or simply used to add edging to the 

scarf and blankets that are already started.

As with learning to knit – try and pair up beginners 

with more experienced crocheters. Bear in mind 

some club members might be quite happy getting 

on with their projects. 

The main difference between crochet and knitting 

is that crochet uses only one hook and you can add 

crochet stitches anywhere into your work so crochet 

can be a bit more free form than knitting. Choosing 

hooks and yarn for crochet is exactly the same 

as choosing needles and yarn for knitting 

(see Yarn and Needles section.)

Here’s a Basic How-To For Crochet

First of all, make a slipknot.

Make a loop in the yarn. With your crochet hook 

catch the ball end of the yarn and draw through 

loop. Pull firmly on yarn and hook to tighten knot 

and create first loop.

1.

2.

‘We were over the moon with the launch 

of Hook 1 Pass it on just when we were 

starting crochet anyway. The children 

are loving crochet and some are 

finding it easier than knitting’.

Photo: Claire Hoey
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Week 5:

Making a Chain 

To make a chain, hold the tail end of yarn with 

the left hand and bring the yarn over hook (yoh) 

by passing hook in front of the yarn, under and 

around it.

Keeping the tension in yarn taut, draw the hook aand 

yarn through the loop.

Pull the yarn and hook through the hole and begin 

again, ensuring that the stitches are fairly loose. 

Repeat to make the number of chain required. 

As the chain lengthens keep hold of the bottom 

edge to maintain the tension.

1. 2.

3.
Tip: A lovely way to spruce up any uneven edges 

or just to make your scarf or blanket extra special 

is a crocheted edge. Practice crocheting chains 

first then have a go at hooking through the edge 

of your knitting. 
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Week 6:
Finishing & Photographing 

This is the last week of your club.

Set up as normal – refreshments, name badges, 

yarn, needles, but before everyone gets knitting 

or crocheting, take some time to look at all the 

work you have made. 

Make a really inspiring display of all the work.

Have a conversation about the work you 

have made and achievements in Craft Club.

Take photographs of club members with 

their scarves and blankets, pompoms and 

finger knitting or whatever has been made.

Your photo shoot could involve club members 

wearing their scarves, 2 scarf wearers together, 

or they could be action shots of members mid-knit.

Finally they will need to cast off their project. 

This is where the knitting is taken off the needles 

securely so that it doesn’t unravel.

Recyled Rainforest project 

at Lindens Primary School, 

Sutton Coldfield 

Photo: Adrian Burrows

Bamford Primary Craft Club 

Photos: Claire Hoey
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Casting Off  

Casting off is a method to finish your knitting. 
If you don’t finish it off properly it will all unravel, 
and you don’t want that to happen! 

Always cast off in the appropriate way for your work, 

meaning knitted on a knit row, or purl on a purl row. 

If you are casting off in rib, follow the same pattern. 

When you are ready to cast off, knit the first two 

stitches of the row. With the left needle, lift the first 

stitch over the top of the second stitch and let it go. 

You now are down to one stitch on your right needle. 

Knit one more stitch and repeat step When the last 

stitch remains, cut the yarn and pass the tail through 

the last stitch. 

1. 2.

Tip: Tip: If your work is not finished you can 

still show your ‘work in progress’. Replace the 

needle with a stitch holder, or tie a large elastic 

band over the ends of the needle to stop the 

stitches falling off, and hang it on the wall.
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My First Scarf

A scarf is simple but challenging too! Every knitter 

makes their first scarf – this is a very important piece 

of work, as you will only get to make it once. Your 

scarf can be for yourself, for someone you love 

or a miniature scarf for a pet or soft toy.

You will need to choose some wool you like – you 

might like it because of the way it feels or because 

of its colour. Make sure you like your wool otherwise 

you will be very unhappy knitting with something 

you think isn’t that great.

Chunky weight yarn can also be fun to start with 

and knits fast so you see what you are making more 

quickly but the larger needles can sometimes feel 

awkward for beginners… beware. Don’t get hung 

up on having the ‘correct’ size needles for the 

yarn – just experiment!

To begin cast on between 15-25 stitches – depending 

on the weight of your wool this will make a skinny 

or chunky scarf. 

Try and keep your knitting loose. Try not to grip 

the needles too tightly. If you feel your stitches 

are getting tight – try shaking out your hands from 

time to time to encourage a loose feeling. If you are 

knitting on 2 needles, you will be going back and 

forth, knitting one row to the end and then changing 

the hands with the needles and beginning again. 

You can change colour at any point by simply 

coming to the end of a row and cutting your yarn 

so it leaves a little tail and tie that tail tie to the next 

yarn you want to use. This will create a stripy effect, 

which can look really good.

Over the course of the 6 weeks of your knit club 

you will be introduced to different stitches, 

increasing and decreasing and knitting with 

2 colours at the same time. You can incorporate any 

of the things you learn along the way into your scarf! 

Or you can simply knit the scarf that you want 

– a simple garter stitch in one colour can look great.

If you are a more advanced knitter you can still make 

a scarf but use it as a teaching tool – so as you knit 

you can demonstrate on it techniques and stitches 

for beginners in your club.

Examples of Projects 
Ideas Over 6 Classes

These are a few ideas to use over the 6 week 
classes. They are sample ideas that can 
be as sophisticated as you make them.

Tip:  If you like to accessorise you can always 

add pompoms to your scarf. See how to make 

a pom pom under extra project ideas.

Space-dyed yarn makes this scarf look more complicated than 

it is. Find the pattern on the Craft Club website

Photo: Crafts Council
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Tip: The same recommendations given for making 

a scarf apply to the making of a blanket too. Try and 

keep your knitting loose. If you feel you are gripping 

too tightly remember to shake out your fingers 

and wrists.

A Blanket

A blanket is a wonderful project to embark 

on. Whether large or small a blanket will keep you 

warm and snug and often becomes a very loved 

and treasured item. A blanket is just basically 

a bigger scarf, so beginners could have a go too.

Depending on your experience you can incorporate 

pictures or patterns into your knitting – use stripes 

or keep it simple and knit your blanket in one colour. 

Crochet an edge to make it even lovelier. As well 

as being beautiful a crocheted edge is also helpful 

to hide any uneven stitches at the ends of rows.

You will need to cast on anywhere between 

50-200 stitches depending on how big you 

want your blanket to be. To figure this out, cast 

on 10 stitches and knit a small square out of the 

yarn you want to use. Knit approximately 10-15 

rows and measure how wide the knitting is. From 

this measurement you can calculate how many 

stitches you will need to cast on for your blanket.

An Example of the Sum: 

Make a note of the type of yarn and the size 

of needles you are using. 

This sample uses double knitting (DK) and size 4mm 

needles. Knit a small square and then measure 10 cm 

and count how many stitches are within that area, 

then you are ready to make your calculations.

Say you have 20 stitches to your 10 cm? 

10 cm = 20 sts

Now you can scale this up: If you want to knit 

a width of 1m or 100cm you will need to cast 

on 200 sts.

100 cm = 200 sts

If you want a blanket that is 2m or 200cm 

wide, you’ll need to cast on 400 sts

200 cm = 400 sts

Project 2:  A blanket – for the back of your sofa, to wrap around 
your shoulders, to rest on someone’s knees, for a small person, 
for a pet, to soften the seats on a car, to sleep under or sit 
on and have a picnic.

Knit a small square then count how

many stitches are in 10cm 

Photo: Crafts Council
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Problem Solving
 

Common difficulties for beginners are dropped stitches, 
very tight knitting, unintentionally increasing your stitches
and general tangles.

Dropped Stitches

To begin with don’t worry too much about dropped 

stitches. They happen! You can use a crochet hook 

to pick them up and hook through the missing rows 

but it is quite fiddly work. For an easier solution tie 

in a little piece of extra yarn through the dropped 

stitch so it does not unravel further.

Tight Knitting

Tight knitting becomes less tight the more you do it.

Simple.

A good idea is to try to you remind yourself not 

to grip the needles too tight or wrap the yarn 

around too tight.

Joining a New Ball of Yarn 

If your yarn runs out or you wish to change colour, 

you just need to tie a knot. Do this at the beginning 

of a row. Leave 15cm on the end of your 

original yarn. 

Tie a knot with the new yarn, again leaving about 

15cm. Make sure the knot is neatly pushed right 

up to the next stitch. When you have finished your 

knitting you can untie this knot and sew in the ends. 

Warning! Don’t find yourself knitting with the loose 

ends by mistake – that can just be plain annoying. 

Tangles just require patience and good light 

to untangle them. Or you can cut out the tangled 

yarn and start fresh with some new yarn and deal 

with the tangle later on when you are ready.

Tip: If a beginner is finding they are knitting 

very tightly sometimes it is helpful if a more 

experienced knitter knits a few rows for them

 – this will loosen up their knitting.

Tip: If you find you accidentally increase 

the number of stitches you are knitting – simply 

decrease (see week 4 decreasing) back to your 

original number of stitches. Though maybe you 

will like a widening scarf with a shapely edge?

A selection of wool

Photo: Crafts Council


